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As a streamlined, easy-to-install and cost-effective solution, the CenSys reader offers ultra-high
frequency (UHF) RFID asset tracking that’s accessible to a broader range of applications and markets.
It’s designed as a low bandwidth device, enabling large deployments of readers to be managed from the
cloud. The CenSys reader may also work as an IoT (Internet of Things) device, delivering asset location
and sensor information to aid in machine learning and larger aggregated data analytic applications.

The CenSys Difference
CenSys is not a traditional UHF RFID reader. Although it can
perform the same functions and offers many of the same benefits
as a traditional reader, it also removes the complexity of the data
infrastructure installation, custom software and integrations. The
CenSys reader also accommodates cloud deployments and
configurable alerts at the device level, all from one easy-to-operate
mobile and cloud-hosted software solution.

Traditional RFID Readers

CenSys Integrated RFID Reader

Requires RFID expertise to install

Simple, user-friendly installation

Costly infrastructure (data, power and antennas)

Lower cost solution with no cables (data or power) necessary

Processing of information performed
in software

Programmable internal logic with human interfaces on device
(LED and audio notifications available)

Acts as an input only

Two-way software communication and field notifications

Product Features
Streamlined Asset Tracking
OO
OO

OO

Fully-integrated RFID reader
Detects presence/location of
assets with RFID tags
Low bandwidth for improved
tracking accuracy

Adaptable for Tracking Applications
OO

Adaptive antenna tuning, with
expandability up to 4 antennas

OO

Two-way software communication

OO

MQTT ready for IoT connectivity

OO

Local or cloud hosting capabilities

Easy Installation
OO
OO

OO

Wi-Fi connected
Multiple power supply
options: USB, 5V, 24V
No complex wiring

CenSys Software
Brady’s CenSys Software is web-based with an app for mobile devices that allows users to see the
location of their assets in real time. It’s specifically designed to provide an intuitive and simple asset
tracking experience for the user.
On the dashboard, users can quickly and easily:
OO

Search for assets

OO

View asset location history

OO

View asset velocity of most
and least active assets

OO

OO

OO

View the status of assets checked
out to different departments

OO

View a user-specific list of
“favorite” assets

OO

View asset picture and
characteristics

OO

Set up e-mail and text
message notifications
Configure audible and
visual field alerts
Run reports

For additional information, email smartid@bradycorp.com or
visit BradyID.com/software/censys

We identify and protect premises,
products and people.
For more information or to learn more about our innovative
products, visit BradyID.com or call 1-888-272-3946.
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